
Discover devices on the 
network, and connect audio 
with the virtual patch bay. 
The audio flow, the devices 
connections and PTP status 
can be monitored in real time. 
ANEMAN also allows for saving 
and recalling connection 
configurations and can log 
events on the network. Devices 
can be organised in zones to fit 
any workflow.
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FREE Multi-platform, multi-vendor, open spec.
Audio Network Configuration and Monitoring.

 ANEMAN allows you to connect, monitor, and manage your networked audio   
 devices.

 ANEMAN can Save and Recall a network patch to easily switch from one audio  
 network configuration to another.

 ANEMAN will tell you when and why a connection cannot be made whilst    
 giving you feedback on connection status and PTP clock status.

 ANEMAN is an open solution allowing new manufacturers
 https://www.aneman.net/manufacturers to add additional devices support or   
 specific user interfaces modules.

 ANEMAN has already received multiple awards from the industry:
 an IABM Design & Innovation Award 2017, a Satis Post-Production Screen4All   
 2017 trophy, a 2017 High End Munich Innovation Award from Audiohub.gr and an  
 IBC 2017 Best Of Show Award from Audio Media International.

 ANEMAN offers a comprehensive overall network summary display and matrix  
 router. It will automatically manage streams on the network for you, while you   
 setup your configuration on a higher level.

 ANEMAN can be integrated in an existing system to extend compatibility or   
 simplify network setup.



The Enterprise version is specifically designed for the larger installation or where customization or additional features are 
required. It provides a webservice that monitors and diagnoses your IP audio network and eases collaboration between users. 
Enhanced access control and per-zone patch, store and recall are essential requirements that makes ANEMAN Enterprise the 
best solution for a multi-ecosystem network.
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Monitor: ANEMAN Enterprise is a web service running 24/7 on your network, it 
logs events on the devices and allows you to see any error in the glimpse of an eye.

Diagnose: ANEMAN Enterprise helps you track and fix errors on the network by 
providing an extensive set of metrics pointing you to the heart of the problem.

Collaborate: ANEMAN Enterprise is centralized and allows multiple users to 
access the system at the same time.

Segment: ANEMAN Enterprise allows the system administrator to segment the 
network in zones with different access rights per user.

Customize: ANEMAN Enterprise is fully customizable, you can modify both the 
user interface and the heart of your engine to fit your particular workflow specifics.

The single tool for your Audio Network
Same ecosystem as the ANEMAN Free version, offering a professional solution with 
integration and operation support. With ANEMAN Enterprise, Merging Technologies 
can also offer:

 Custom development for additional devices support
 Custom development for specific widgets and workflow
 Integration and network design services
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